Introduction
This is a story about bureaucratic storytelling, about civil servants whose impartiality and professionalism lay at the core of their self-identity and about the emotional richness of the records they kept about their professional lives. The protagonists served as consuls in the Habsburg Monarchy's large foreign service. The emotions were honor and, most particularly, the rage and astonishment that came after insult. The insults were slurs, slaps, scoldings -over cards, over a cab, over the use of Hungarian -over incidents that now seem trivial but were of mortal importance to the men in these stories. The stories in question explained the legitimacy of the outrage and the necessity of (occasionally lifethreatening) actions taken to restore equilibrium. The resolutions ranged from fully satisfactory to personally devastating. The evidence for these stories of insult and satisfaction comes entirely from the bureaucratic archives of the Austro-Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Through these records, the storytellers transform one gentleman's personal embarrassment into the business of bureaucracy -a group project, that is, representing a shared commitment to protect the honor of the empire itself.
Around the turn of the twentieth century, AustriaHungary's Ministry of Foreign Affairs sent diplomats and consuls all over the world. Every consulate produced stack upon stack of paper. 4 Thanks to what István Deák called »centuries of bureaucratic punctiliousness«, the paperwork sent back to Vienna was preserved in an archive. 5 The management of paper was a core part of what made the bureaucrat a recognizable professional type: from the lowliest postal official to the emperor himself; the processing, organizing, producing, and distributing of paper lay at the heart of the management of empire. 6 Countless boxes were sorted by place (»Yokohama« 7 ), by subject matter (»Slave Trade« 8 ), or by name (»Czerwenka, Waldemar«). Some consuls' papers were spread out across the files of the various consular posts they held. Other consuls' files, however, were
given their own folder in Fach 4, »Personalia«.
The Bureaucracy of Honor. The Habsburg Consular Service and the History of Emotions
That is the case of the three consuls whose stories are examined here. I read through their files for reasons unconnected to the subject of this essay -each of them had submitted a complaint about the Austrian Lloyd. 9 I was curious about the consuls' credibility vis à vis the Lloyd, a private but publicly subsidized shipping company that was among the largest and most powerful corporations in the Habsburg monarchy.
Could I learn more about the Lloyd by looking closely at the consuls who criticized it? Perhaps the consuls'
personnel files would provide evidence of how reliable their supervisors considered their reports. I looked for evidence left by a rational bureaucracy -whom did the experts believe? What I found was evidence that the glue holding the consular corps together was not rational bureaucracy but a homosocial honor culture that repeatedly synthesized emotion into the language of dispassionate evaluation. Austria-Hungary's consular bureaucracy was a community created not only by training and purpose but also by feeling. 10 But, those feelings were carefully circumscribed -certain feelings, in certain locations, and at certain times, were absolutely compatible with the professional decorum of the gentleman-bureaucrat and were, moreover, part of the consulate's business.
In some ways, the personnel files of Waldemar of eligibility for promotions, requests to marry, and reviews of eligibility for pensions. Some of these are clearly professional -they involve the appropriate use of funds, the maintenance of necessary staffing levels, the functioning of the office, and the assessment of promotions and raises. Sometimes, they border on the very personal. Processing a lawyer's request to track down a consul's income for a paternity suit divulges more about the consul's past than he might wish. 11 Processing a consul's request for permission to marry exposes more information to the historian than to the consul himself.
(Consuls likely did not know that the moral character and financial circumstances of their brides became the subjects of »discrete« police investigation. 12 ). But, not one of these files is professionally irrelevant. Marriage was discouraged because consuls had to be constantly mobile; absences affected the functioning of the offices;
illnesses might endanger the suitability of the consul for future employment. Everything in these files is there because of its relevance to the management of the consular service and not because of its value in recreating the personalities of the consuls themselves.
When an engagement was called off, there was no speculation about the cause, no expression of regret at a heart possibly broken (his? hers?). 13 be more precise, a disposition whose emotional power has more or less vanished«. 21 These documents were composed at a time when their readers counted honor among the »most noteworthy emotions«. 22 Frevert, Julian Pitt-Rivers, Frank Henderson Stewart, and others have defined honor at length, in multiple studies. 23 As
Henderson Stewart has discussed, at the heart of most of these definitions is some recognition that honor implies both an internal and an external element. 24 Henderson concludes that honor is a »claim-right«, that is, the right of a bearer, who has certain qualities that entitle him (in the case of the gendered male honor under discussion in these cases) to respect, to claim from the world that he be treated with the respect he deserves. 25 Since these consuls were officers in the Austro-Hungarian military, they were considered, in Kwame Appiah's words, to be people »of the right station« who knew how to »keep the codes« of their »honor world«. 26 The phrase »honor world« raises the question of the relevance of William Reddy's concept of the emotional »regime«, which he defines as »The set of normative emotions and the official rituals, practices, and ›emotives‹ that express and inculcate them; a necessary underpinning of any stable political regime«. 27 »Style«, he continues, »becomes ›regime‹ when the sum of the penalties and exclusions adds up to a coherent structure, and the issue of conformity becomes defining for the individual«.
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The consuls' emotional regime was maintained not only through negative consequences -shame and de- But consular officials were not automatons. As representatives of the imperial-royal government, they had to be dispassionate, yes, but they were also expected to use discretion, to care for their charges with feeling.
As not only ›advisors, protectors, and intermediaries‹, but in some countries also judges for Austrian and to Habsburg subjects' needs with discretion. They were not only calm, cool, collected, but also quick-witted (»geistig lebendig«). In mid-century Britain, there was some pushback against the idea that »expertise« was enough to make a good representative: »Brilliant talent and strengthening the international relations of the imperial state by means of orderly official activity at the most important commercial locations«. 45 Consulates served the needs of individual expatriates in distress but were primarily intended to cultivate trade and serve domestic interests; consuls, although frequently transferred from one post to another, were expected to develop specific expertise in each geographic area where they were stationed.
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Unlike high-ranking diplomats, who were often chosen on the basis of family connections, they had the biographies and family backgrounds of typical mid-rank civil servants. 47 Most consuls were highly educated. 48 They were, at a minimum, expected to be familiar with law, domestic and international politics, and the principles of business administration. They were required to be proficient 
Dominik Szathmáry Király 62
The archival record leaves little doubt: Dominik
Szathmáry Király was a difficult man. One superior complained about his »headstrong and disagreeable disposition«. 63 He fought in at least two duels, 64 his superiors confidentially requested his transfer at least twice, 65 he was the subject of at least three civilian complaints for discriminatory and unprofessional behavior, 66 he was transferred once as part of a disciplinary proceeding, 67 and he was once sent to the tropics to replace a man who had died of yellow fever -one can only speculate about the hoped-for outcome of that assignment. The head of a legation in a country where he served as general consul noted with despair that he »was duty bound to consider him a friend and not an enemy« but found the task exceedingly difficult. suggested one shot at 40 paces, and they demanded two shots at 25 paces). 82 The men met at the racetrack at 9 in the morning on 8 January. Both survived. Immediately following the duel, the seconds confirmed that »honor had been satisfied«, and the two duelists »shook hands and embraced (umarmt)«. 83 Major Lazaresco explained that the insult had been directed »not at the imperial royal vice consul and reserve officer Mr. von Szathmáry, whom he did not even know, but at an utterly unfamiliar person«. 84 Where there had been disrespect, even deathly enmity, there was now a »fraternal bond« -exactly what the rigorously ritualized structure of the duel was supposed to accomplish. Szathmáry Király received the satisfaction he demanded -not only through the duel but also through the apology that Lazaresco offered, as honor required, only after he had stood and taken the shots aimed in his direction. 86 The resolution of this incident was thus entirely satisfactory. Consul General Suzzara declared after the duel that »Mr. von Száthmary's honor is, once again, spotless«. 87 The ritualized violence of the duel had the opposite effect of the impetuous violence Szathmáry
Király had displayed against Matsek in Galați. The defendant admitted to having said »insolence of the highest order«, which was confirmed by two witnesses.
He refused to either confirm or deny having made a threat to box Czerwenka's ears. The consular court officially confirmed, beyond doubt: Czerwenka's honor had been insulted.
Not surprisingly, given Bume's behavior during the hearing, the judge was inclined to believe Czerwenka's account of the events and found Bume guilty of violating §496 of the State law, which banned »Übertretungen gegen die Sicherheit der Ehre«, by using the phrase »This is insolence of the highest order« and of making threats that suggested his intention to follow up with assault, although it was not definitively proved that he used the specific phrase »Watch out, I'll box your Kutschera's colleagues, friends, and supervisors had done everything they could to support him. They had protected him from physical assault. They had taken his part despite their knowledge that he had waited The consular official, an imperial bureaucrat, earned the respect of imperial subjects because of his rationality and impartiality, his cool, calm, and collected dispatch of imperial business without bias or passion. Yet, to resolve an insult and maintain his honor, he was obliged to react with strong emotion, with an irrepressible demand for justice. In this, he could count on support.
The same institutional structure that compelled consuls to safeguard their honor also bolstered it.
Trying to estimate, even roughly, the number of duels that were actually fought in nineteenth-century Central Europe would be a fool's errand. 117 The insults and demands for satisfaction outlined here are remarkable in that none of them involved fatalities -nor even casualties. Most duels that leave evidence in the written record come to our attention because they lead to the death of one of the principles and therefore cannot be quietly ignored. 118 Presumably, these are only a small proportion of the total. The cases described here all shows the repackaging of certain kinds of "emotion" as professional requirements, rather than excesses.
